
Drunk Chicken Original (DCO) 

 

Our signature hand-rolled powerhouse Maduro that launched the company.  
DCO is an exquisite combination inspired by the Founder’s flavor profile.  Using 
only the finest tobacco leaves from Nicaragua, Mexico and Ecuador, this 
complex cigar provides a powerful and amazing velvety smoke with prominent 
tones of earthiness and black pepper. This is an enjoyable, strong, robust, full-
body smoke. 

 
MSRP: Per Stick Per Box 

Gordo   $12.00 $240.00 
Robusto $10.00 $200.00 
Lancero   $10.00 $200.00 

. 

Available sizes are: 
Gordo (6 X 60); 20 count boxes 
Robusto (5.5 X 50); 20 count boxes 
Lancero (7.5 X 38); 20 count boxes.  
 

Strength: Full 
Wrapper: Mexican 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Nicaragua 

 

Mother Clucker 

 

At the top of the pecking order, this Habano is a rich, medium to full bodied 
cigar. Made from blends of tobacco leaves from Ecuador, Nicaragua, and 
(shhh!! can’t tell all the Mother Clucker’s secrets) to make it flavorful and 
indulgent.   This spicy, black pepper, woodiness is an explosion of flavor in one 
little package that produces tons of smoke.  That’s one bad Mother Clucker!!!  
Shut your mouth. 
 

MSRP: Per Stick Per Box 
Gordo   $12.00 $240.00 
Robusto $10.00 $200.00 
Box Press   $10.50 $210.00 

  

Available sizes are: 
Gordo (6 X 60); 20 count boxes  
Robusto (5.5 X 50); 20 count boxes 
Robusto Box Press; 20 count boxes.  
 

Strength: Medium 
Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Ecuador 

 

  



 

Fat Hen 

 

Just as its name sake, the Fat Hen is a short and chubby Habano with a combination of 
premium tobacco leaves from Ecuador, Nicaragua, and the Dominican.  These cigars 
are aged to perfection, producing the unadulterated marriage between smooth and 
flavorful.  This short powerhouse medium to full-bodied cigar is rich-tasting and 
decadent with prominent notes of earth, spice, and woodiness.  Smoking a Fat Hen is 
one of the most robust and rewarding ways to relax. 
 

MSRP: Per Stick Per Box 
Gordo   $12.00 $240.00 
Shorty Torpedo $9.50 $190.00 
Torpedo   $11.00 $220.00 

  

Available sizes are: 
Gordo (6 X 60); 20count boxes Torpedo 
Shorty Torpedo (4 x 60); 20 count boxes. 
Torpedo: (6.5 X 52); 20 count boxes 

Strength: Medium 
Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Ecuador/Dominican 

 

 

Living The Dream  

 

Forget all your life’s worries and live the dream with the Drunk Chicken family 
while smoking this medium-bodied Habano. Made with fillers from The 
Dominican and Nicaragua this cigar has an exciting blend of spicy, creamy 
chocolate, and earthy tones to enhance your smoking experience.  This cigar is 
perfect to smoke anytime or the day when you feel like “Living the Dream”.  Got 
99 problems….this cigar fixes them all 
 

MSRP: Per Stick Per Box 
Robusto $10.00 $200.00 
Lancero   $10.00 $200.00 

 
 

Available sizes are: 
Lancero (7.5 X 38); 20 count boxes.   
Robusto (5.5 X 50); 20 count boxes 

Strength: Medium/Mild 
Wrapper: Nicaragua Habano 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Dominican 

 

  



 

Sweet Dreams 

 

If you are looking for a smooth cigar, this slightly sweetened tipped cigar 
will rock your world. Connecticut wrappers blanket bold Dominican and 
Nicaragua fillers to create this mild to medium-body cigar that is an easy 
flavorful smokin’ experience. Sweet Dreams is what you will experience 
with tons of smoke, hints of sweet nutty chocolate, and undertone of 
spiciness.  Masterfully blended to give a decadently smooth draw and is 
great to pair with coffee. 
 

MSRP: Per Stick Per Box 
Robusto $10.00 $200.00 
Lancero   $10.00 $200.00 

 
 
 

Available sizes are: 
Lancero (7.5 X 38); 20 count boxes.   
Robusto (5.5 X 50); 20 count boxes 

Strength: Mild 
Wrapper: Connecticut 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Nicaragua 

 

  



 

Homicidal Hen – Limited Edition 

 

Limited Edition - You will recognize this hand-rolled broadleaf by its’ 
Maduro wrapper. Don’t be fooled by the oily medium to dark-brown 
espresso color wrapper.   The double Ligero long-leaf filler makes this a 
powerhouse.  The strength of this cigar is full with notes of nutty, dark 
chocolate, pepper, and wood.  These notes make the Homicidal Hen a 
natural pairing with cognac or rum.  
 
Event Stick ONLY 
 

Available sizes are: 
Robusto (5.5 X 50); 20 count boxes 

Strength: Full 
Wrapper: Broadleaf 
Binder: Ecuador 
Filler: Nicaragua 

 


